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Cork is the noble bark of a unique tree.

Biobased and biodegradable by nature,

it will be later associated with another noble 

material, glass, to protect and accompany 

the wine towards its plenitude.

Inseparable from wine for centuries, 

cork, its irreplaceable partner, will say well 

before the wine taster if wine was followed 

and respected in its silent maturation.

In order to do so, Bourrassé, consistently 

aiming at excellence, has made of the cork 

aromatic profile mastery its permanent target, 

to guarantee all wines a harmonious and 

homogeneous sensory profile.

Jean-Francis TROCCARD
Chief Executive Officer 
BOURRASSÉ Group



In the respect for its culture, BOURRASSÉ, corking 
solutions creator makes a point of honor to tailor the best 
cork stopper for each wine, to offer winemakers the absolute 
certainty they will taste their wines such as they imagined and 
created them.

Archetypal Natural 
product, cork has 
not yet revealed 

all its secrets

Committed every day in an important research program, 
BOURRASSÉ Group, does whatever it takes to ensure the cork 
a mastered neutrality and that finally «beautiful is good».

Its strength: the integration of the entire sector.
Assured since the forest by the follow-up and traceability of the 
cork and the inputs, enhanced by an industrial approach and 
guaranteed by a collective commitment at every stage of the 
manufacturing process, this integration is allowing the aromatic 
profile control. 

From bottle to bottle, 
remove the cork 
aromatic profile 

for the benefit 
of the wine’s one
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To improve the security of its products through a systematic 
reflection starting from cork boards preparation up to the cork 
stopper ready for bottling, is in line with BOURRASSÉ 
Group signature.
This plan «security-taint» takes place along the microbiological 
axis, to control the microflora development which can transform 
2,4,6, TCP in 2,4,6 TCA, but also generate other unwanted 
aromatic molecules.
The mastery of the aromatic profile deserves a ceaseless fight 
and this at all stage of the material transformation process, totally 
integrated, from the tree to the cork stopper ready for bottling.
Through a constant rigor, this governing principle is constituted 
by two axes: 
➔	Preventative approach concerning the cork microbiology’s  
 control at every stage of its transformation.
➔	Remedial approach concerning the extraction of aromatic 
 molecules

Aromatic profile : 
All the aromas which 

compose and 
characterize a product
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Source : 2014 Survey - Institut Opinion Way

83%
 

of French wine
consumers prefer

corking



Total integration
 of the cork sector,

by the complementarity
of the implemented 
means, constitutes 

the only way of aromatic 
profil’s mastery

Wine will be

exactly 
savoured as it was 

imagined 

and desired 

by its creator

Preventative and remedial approach

Aromatic neutrality
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Selection of materials 
stored at site facilities

Dynamic boiling 
of circulating water

Autoclaving of 
the cork planks

Drying under
laminar flow

Filtered and analysed 
borehole water

Stabilisation in a 
germicide atmosphere

De-aromatisation 
using

the VAPOSECUR®

(natural closures + discs) 
and VORTEX®

(granules) processes

Disinfecting

Control of 
moisture content



Over 25 years’ 
experience of cork 
purchase in forest

An optimized storage 
of raw material 

Over 25 years’ experience enable today BOURRASSE to be 
among the leaders concerning the purchase of cork in forest.
The group has the capacity to choose its cork boards according 
to its own qualitative criteria by selections of forest properties.

What is realized is fundamental

➔ 100% of cork boards are stored in an integrated park to avoid  
 a prolonged contact with the forest ground 

➔ Systematic elimination of basal and stained cork.

➔ Storage of the piles above-ground, covered and naturally  
 ventilated.

➔ Follow-up of traceability of raw material since its harvest.

To master storage conditions of material is essential.
Why?
Preservation of cork in controlled conditions is guaranteeing hygiene 
and prevention of boards during all material stabilization period 
before its exploitation.

In our cork 
park covering 

more than

80,000 m² , 
All cork piles are covered and are 
organized so that rainwater drains 
without any trouble, so that the air 

circulates constantly between 
boards to assure  the ventilation 

and a continuous drying 
of cork boards.
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The cleaning of boards remains superficial, 
insufficient even contaminating if boiling water 

is not renewed enough.
A healthy cork before boiling may be

contaminated during a bad cleaning and 
consequently, to generate an organoleptic risk.

It is essential to integrate and to master
the post boiling stabilization because

this phase concentrates most of the cork
degradation risk in a microbiological 

point of view.

A dynamic overflowing 
boiling process

The essential stage: 
Post boiling stabilization

The dynamic overflowing boiling:
The injection of steam in the boiling water creates a dynamic 
movement causing a continuous overflowing and imposing a 
constant renewal of clean water.
Water used all along production process is source water filtrated 
and controlled.

Why is it essential to master this operation?

Because a permanent renewal of the water allows to obtain:

➔ An active and in-depth cleaning of boards, an elimination 
 of dusts, spots...

➔ A more effective extraction of water-soluble substances 
 and tannins

➔ A nourishing impoverishment of the substratum which 
 will limit the microflora development.

Post boiling stabilization
At this stage of the production, cork has to be stabilized before 
the tubing operation without being deteriorated from both 
organoleptic and microbiological points of view.

At the time, cork boards go through several successive and 
complementary stages: 

➔	 The draining phase in order to restrict the development 
 of microorganisms on cork boards after boiling. 

➔	 The autoclave sterilization technique, respectful of cork  
 mechanical properties, enables to remove the scented 
 volatile compounds.

➔	 The maturing stage in a germicidal atmosphere, so as 
 to maintain the cork board sterility. 
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For more security:
steam extraction

of stoppers, discs and 
natural cork granules

The steam extraction
The steam extraction is a natural process of extraction by low 
pressure steam - without any other chemical agent - in which the 
steam is used as a solvent for haloanisoles and other scented 
molecules.
This process enables to extract odorous volatile compounds 
without any degradation of cork mechanical properties, respectful 
of material resilience, therefore respectful of cork stoppers 
functionality. 
The entire production is preventively treated by steam extraction 
following particular processes according to whether discs, 
stopper or granules are produced.
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Every year,
several

thousand
analysis

of releasable 2,4,6 TCA
are carried out 

by independent
laboratories.



For a greater neutrality: 
The VAPOSECUR® and

VORTEX® process

The VAPOSECUR® process
VAPOSECUR® is a major new development that is part of 
Bourrassé’s overall drive to ensure incremental progress. It is an 
exclusive de-aromatisation system using steam extraction which 
is applied to all natural closures and discs. It uses low pressure 
to preserve the functionality of the cork material.
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An individual

sensory control

is made 

on every natural 

cork stopper 

or disc batches, 

in order to validate 

the constitution,

 homogeneity and intensity

of cork aromatic profile.

PRESSURE

MOISTURE

DURATION T°C

The VORTEX® process for granules
This exclusive system is applied to granules that are circulated in 
a vortex of low pressure steam, maximising their de-aromatisation. 

The VAPOSECUR® and VORTEX® process permit to extract and 
remove those aromatic molecules, revealing a new aromatic profile, 
tending towards neutrality and extreme homogeneity.



Each stage contributes to the aromatic profile mastery
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Initial
conditions 
2,2ng/l

Microbiological 
control

1,4 ng/l Cork
Autoclave 

1,1 ng/l Steam
extraction

0,7 ng/l
Germicidal
atmosphere 

0,5 ng/l

VXX®

+ VORTEX®

0,5 ng/l

Decisive 
results on 

the average 
level of 

releasable 
2,4,6 TCA

VAPOSECUR® ➔

Previously unseen 
results on cork 

aromatic profile

Cork microflora control during each stage of the 
transformation, but also the steam extraction treat-
ment reveal new cork stopper aromatic profile: 

➔ Weakened aromatic intensity.

➔ Great homogeneity from one stopper
 to another.

	 ➔ Significant decrease of family
  flavours (moss, mould and chemical).

	➔ Overall profile tending towards vanilla,  
  brioche, grilled notes. 



Convincing
comparative results

These conclusive results, on the typicality as much as on the 
aromatic profile homogeneity, confirm the total sector integration 
control, by the complementary of implanted means, is representing 
the indispensable preamble for controlling the cork stopper 
aromatic profile. 

Individual aromatic profile of 50 stoppers comparison 
between Bourrassé Process  

and other standard processes 
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In the framework of comparative tastings 
between Bourrassé process and other na-
tural cork process, we can conclude that 
for Bourrassé cork stoppers: 

➔ An overall decrease of  cork aromatic  
profile typicality for a neutral profile

➔ A decrease and a better homogeneity  
 of intensity for each stoppers from 
 the same batch

➔ A sensorial profile similarity from one  
 stopper to another from the same batch. 
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bourrasse.com

B.P. 23 - Route de LACOMIAN

40230 TOSSE (France)

Tél. : 00 33 558 49 99 26

Mail : export@bourrasse.com

Bourrassé
Corking solutions creator
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